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generally speaking native speaker NS teachers are thought to be better qualified

and more effective for language teaching than non native speaker NNS teachers

because of this myth NNS professionals experience unjust treatment this condition

must be recognized and corrected not only for better working conditions for NNS teach-

ers but also for better education for learners

this book reminds us that NNS professionals are not equally welcomed in class-

rooms by students at work by colleagues inin professional organizations by NS col-

leagues and in the job market by employers due to their language deficiencies the
color of their skin andor their accent even though some are even from countries where

english isis commonly spoken inin the community and schools

the book contains thirteen articles by authors from various countries and is divid-

ed into three parts in part one authors describe their ideas about NSNNSNS NNS dichotomy
one author challenges the idea that is there is only one right english spoken by special

people p 7 in part two authors discuss how NNS professionals are excluded in the

profession NNS students with a graduate degree have little chance of obtaining a posi-

tion NS teachers have less respect for NNS teachers therefore students inin the class-
room follow the examples that NS teachers show students regard NNS teachers less

qualified p 102 the japan association of language teaching JALT still uses

english as the working language in a large part of JALT activities p 107 and excludes

the japanese members 45 of the total membership from the decision making proce-
dures by using roberts rules of order as the standard parliamentary procedure of the

organization p 110

the authors believe that a solution is to educate the graduate students in part

three they stress the importance of incorporating curricula related to nonnativenon native pro-

fessionalsfessio nals in the TESOL field p 146 research findings show that NNS graduate stu-

dents believe that educating and training highly competent nonnativenon native speaker teachers
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inin the following areas are necessary language proficiency classroom language

resources and cultural understanding

I1 value the opinions and feelings of these authors it isis an achievement that the edi

tor took the leadership to organize a TESOL caucus for nonnativenon native educators and put this

book together nonnativenon native educators in english language teaching should be read by

everyone inin the TESOL profession for further productive discussions and movement in

improving the TESOL teaching and learningleaming environment
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